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Afewerk was half Amhara, half Kafa—a slave race. He
had risen to military command from the Empress's house-
hold. Like Ali Nur, he commanded many soldiers ; with
Ali Nur he was the most important officer in the south.
Neither of these men had birth to aid them, and the two
had one Amhara parent between them. Yet Ethiopia will,
I suppose, go down to history as a country with a decayed
feudal system, whose subject races were cruelly oppressed.
In the Ethiopia of Haile Selassie, the young man of
character or intelligence, whatever his race, had more
opportunities that he will ever have under European rule.
The tragedy of the Ethiopian war was that not enough of
them had risen to squeeze out the old politicians and fixers
of the civil wars who sat so heavily at the top. But in Harrar
and the Ogaden, provinces under the Emperor's own hand,
the keen men had their full liberty. It is to that, and
to the ease with which arms were supplied to the Ogaden
front, that I attribute its stubborn resistance at the finish.
As we settled down to the sardines there was a scuffle at
the door. It was Ali Nur pla^ng with a buck that he had
caught in the Ogaden and brought up on the bottle. Round
the corner the young Kudu stuck its head, already over-
grown by one twist of the curling horns. It was called
Afewerk " because it can butt." But at meal-times Afewerk
behaved perfectly : he came up to be given bread and
pressed his cold black nozzle into one's neck for more.
The photograph of Afewerk in court dress superintended
our dinner-party from the wall. I raised the lamp to look
at it. It was a head and shoulders, blurred at the edges
by the uncertain art of the Armenian photographer, who
was clearly unwilling to make any positive and final state-
ment about anything for fear of a massacre. But even the
vague mist which he threw about the chest-spread shamma
and high, ferocious hair of Afewerk could not remove the
impression of force in the features. Afewerk looked fiercely
in front of him : there was none of that mildness and
quietist poise which I had seen in photographs of the great
northern Ras at Addis. His dark, large eyes were not
those of peace or repose ; they were full of fire. His lips,
though wide, were set upon a firm, straight line. The chin,
heavy and jutting, was that of an African or indeed any

